This research presents path planning and tracking for an articulated large wheel loader during the travel portion of a loading cycle. The study proposes a methodology for path planning, modeling, simulation and control of such vehicles; the analysis focuses on all of these components together and explains the relation among them. The developed methodology for path planning takes into account the dynamics and the performance characteristics of the heavy construction articulated vehicles, it also takes into account the construction working site constraints. The path optimization criterion is based on distance and cusp minimization without neglecting the constraints imposed by the size of the vehicle and its stable turning radius. The proposed path planning methodology is an extension and an improvement for Reeds and Shepp algorithm for a point shortest path calculation. The optimal path is consisted of circular arcs and straight segments, the radius is constant and identical for each arc in the desired path, the radius assumed to be similar to the minimum turning radius of the machine. When optimizing articulated machine path; to best account for machine size and articulation; more than one approach are discussed and compared. The machine is modeled and simulated during tracing the pre-defined planned path. The machine model includes the main frames, tires and a steering controller. The developed PID controller is used to keep machine lateral position within the pre-defined path while traveling with constant speed. The results showed an acceptable optimized path which the machine is able to track closely.
Introduction
Wheel loaders are employed in mines and construction working sites to load, move and transport materials such as coals, rocks and sand. Typical wheel loaders with four wheel drive and four rubber tires, such as the one shown in Fig. 1 , could handle a wide variety of applications. Wheel loaders are articulated construction machines made up of two bodies connected by a pivot joint, the front frame contains the linkage along with the bucket, while the rear frame contains the engine. The wheels are non-steerable, steering accomplished by articulating the two frames with respect to each other, this articulation utilizes two hydraulic actuators to perform machine steering, this arrangement provides high maneuvering capabilities within the tight working site. Due to the hitch in the middle, which connects the front and rear frames together, the geometry and dynamics of the articulated vehicle must be taken into account when optimizing the path for proper path tracking and faster cycles in an automated work site.
Wheel loaders are used widely for moving materials in the working sites. The most common path between the scooping and dumping locations is a V-shaped like path which usually includes a cusp at some point during traveling. Fig. 2 shows a description of a regular truck loading cycle in a mining site. The first stage is to load the bucket, during which the wheel loader engages the pile to fill the bucket with material to be moved, the second stage when the operator starts to back up from the pile in order to position the wheel loader with a proper articulation facing the truck-bed, the third stage is going forward to position the bucket above the truck bed, the fourth and final stage is dumping the loaded material in the truckbed. During a truck loading cycle; a wheel loader conducts cyclic moves back and forth in a V-shape like path.
The nature of the construction sites varies and the way the wheel loaders load trucks varies accordingly. The wheel loader travel portion could be long or short based on the truck location. The truck location could be near or far from the pile location based on the site space limitations and terrain roughness. If the travel distance of the wheel loader is long, then the path of truck loading cycle includes curved and straight segments. If the truck is parked close to the wheel loader, then the path of the truck loading cycle includes curved segments only. The time span of the loading cycle could range between few seconds up to few minutes. This work focuses on path planning, modeling and simulating intermediate truck loading cycle.
Due to safety and performance reasons, operator assist functions such as path planning have received a considerable attention from researchers lately. The optimal path planning methodology proposed by Reeds and Shepp [1] considered to be the most popular for a point vehicle path optimization. They emphasized that the optimal path taken by a car, which is assumed to be a point, is consist of a set of arcs and straight lines. Sarata et al. [2] [3] [4] generated a V-shaped path consist of two symmetric ''clothoids'' (i.e. a curve whose curvature changes linearly with its curve length) and straight segments. Other researches adopted Sarata methodology [5] ; however in a working site it is not possible to control the path of the wheel loader to be symmetric. Yossawee et al. [6] proposed a procedure to generate the V-shaped path for various pile positions and truck orientation based on determining sharpness factor of the clothoid curve and the summit point of the V-shape path. Ho et al. [7] provided a solution for the trailer-truck backing up problem using genetics algorithm and neural network, genetics algorithm was used to train the neural network controller, this hybrid system was used to optimize the path for the trailertruck backing process. Lamiraux et al. [8] provided an analytical method for path optimization for the articulated vehicle taking into their account obstacle avoidance for truck with two trails system. Divelbiss and Wen [9] suggested an algorithm for path planning for a truck trailer system with the existence of obstacles, their application was to locate the truck trailer system in the loading dock; they transformed the path planning problem to a nonlinear problem and used an iterative method to solve it. The wheel loader travel portion during a truck loading cycle is the focus of this research. Optimizing and simulating the travel portion between the pile and the truck as shown in Fig. 2 is the focus of this work. In this research, new path planning methodology is developed and employed to conduct the simulations. Operating functions related to lifting and dumping the load are not included in this research, the focus mainly is on planning and optimizing the path of the wheel loader between the start and the end points. The start point of the path is the pile location where the digging and filling the bucket occur, and the end point is the truck location where the load to be dumped. The path planning is based on the shortest distance without neglecting the constraints imposed by the size of the vehicle, its stable turning radius and machine's cusp capabilities.
Methodology
Reeds and Shepp [1] proposed an algorithm to determine the optimal path between two points, they assumed the vehicle to be a dimensionless point with turning radius equals to one unit. Their algorithm simply gives a set of paths which contains arcs and straight segments, the segments could be in forward or reverse direction. The arc in clockwise direction is to be ''right heading'' and counter clockwise is to be ''lift heading'', in both cases (i.e. right or left heading) the vehicle could move in forward or reverse direction. This gives four possibilities of movement modes for the arc segment, while there are only two possibilities for the straight segments; forward and reverse driving. Those modes can be symbolized as:
Go straight in forward direction r
Go right in forward direction l
Go left in forward direction s
Go straight in reverse direction r
Go right in reverse direction l
Go left in reverse direction Fig. 3 . Optimal paths possibilities for a point that has the same starting and target points but with opposite orientation [1] . Fig. 3 illustrates some combinations of these driving modes. The maximum number of segments in the single path is 4 and the minimum is 3. Reeds and Shepp [1] arranged a complete set of possibilities of the optimal path from those six modes. There are at most 68 formulas in any given case. They used the following notations to describe the position and direction at portion h of a unit circle, l h or r h and a line straight segment s h , respectively starting from (x, y, ø) so that [1] :
Reeds and Shepp point path planning does not fit articulated machines if it is to be used as it is for many reasons. First, the point vehicle can change direction immediately without paying attention to size considerations especially at cusp; the cusp point is the point where the wheel loader changes direction from forward to reverse or the opposite. At cusp, the path created by Reeds and Shepp algorithm makes an instantaneous reflection in its trend. As a consequence, the articulated vehicle should negate its current steering angle value (i.e. the same angle magnitude with the opposite sign) in order to follow the planned path, this is not actually practical in real life applications. Second, in the point path planning; the dynamics of the articulated vehicle has not been taken into account; the point vehicle has lateral stability regardless of the turning radius, which is not the case with a real articulated vehicle. This means that the point can follow any path regardless how sharp it is curved or change slope while actual articulated machine does not. Third, point path planning neglects the machine size; there is more than one point of interest on the articulated vehicle to perform path planning, once machine starts tracing the desired optimal path, the problem of which path to follow comes up. Fourth, other constraints, such as site constraints, are not taken into account in point path planning algorithms; these constraints are important and could minimize the number of optimal path possibilities, this reduces the number of calculations. So point path planning algorithms do not fit full size articulated machines, new path planning algorithm needs to be developed to overcome all of these problems. To have a realistic traveling path for a wheel loader conducting a truck loading cycle, the size of the wheel loader should be taken into account. Different points on the vehicle could be used for path planning. The wheel loader consist of two main frames connected by a hitch point, so three points should be evaluated in order to reach the right practical optimal path, these points are the midpoint of the front axle, the midpoint of the rear axle, and the hitch or pivot point.
In real world; the operators engage the pile and fill the bucket while the machine is unarticulated, so the machine has zero articulation angle at the start point and the three points of interest (i.e. the hitch, midpoint of the front axle and midpoint of the axle) lie on a straight line as shown in Fig. 4 (and Fig. 6 ). This scenario assumed valid also during dumping; although few expert operators dump articulated. Taken into account these assumptions or constraints, the optimal (shortest) paths for the three points under consideration are evaluated and shown in Fig. 4 . It is not possible to drive the machine over a pre-defined path while three points on the machine tracking their own specific paths simultaneously, as a result of that it is required to have one optimal path for the whole articulated vehicle. Many approaches are considered and evaluated; some of those are discussed next.
Averaging approach
The paths conflict discussed above could be solved by averaging the coordinates at the starting or ending points of each segment; however when applying this approach, the new produced path did not fit with neither the specified turning radius nor the actual machine start and end positions. In addition to that, the simulations showed that this method complicates the tracking and steering algorithms to drive the machine over such path.
Path re-evaluation approach
The second method is to recalculate the path of the front frame when the machine about to cusp as shown in Fig. 5 . This resulted in coupling the path planning and the machine model tracking during the simulation, which complicated the problem, the machine was not able to track the required path properly.
Hitch point approach
The third method is to consider the hitch point itself as the path planning point as shown in Fig. 6 . An oscillatory vehicle motion observed when considering the hitch point for planning the machine optimal path and using the hitch point as the driving point at the same time. This has been solved by using a point on the front frame (the midpoint of the front axle) as the driving point when traveling forward, the midpoint of the rear axle used as the driving point when driving in reverse as shown in Fig. 6 . The driving points will be discussed in more detail later. When adopting this approach and running the simulations; problems surfaced and become clear. At the starting point of the path the front part of the vehicle (rear frame in backward driving) is shifted from the desired path as shown in Fig. 6 , this shift increases as the turning radius decreases. In addition to that, immediate change in the driving points when the machine cusp created machine instability problems and the machine did not follow the hitch path as planned. Considering the hitch optimal path as the machine optimal path needs more modification to be useful and to drive the machine over the planned path. 
Two points path planning approach
In this approach; the path is planned based on the driving direction, if the machine driving backward; then the path planned based on the midpoint of the rear axle, the midpoint of the front axle used for planning the path if the machine traveling forward. This created a discontinuities whenever the machine cusps, this was resolved by adding short straight segments to the optimal path at the points where the machine suppose to cusp as shown in Fig. 7 . The same points used for planning the optimal path are used as driving points. At the beginning of the path the rear frame axle midpoint is at the starting point of the desired path. When the vehicle completes the backward curved segment and cusps; additional straight short segment is added to the path to facilitate the transition between using the rear to the front frames as shown in Fig. 7 .
When the machine finishes the backward traveling portion; the straight portion helps in putting the front axle midpoint on the beginning of the forward portion of the optimal path as shown in Fig. 7 , so when the driving point shifts to be the midpoint of the front axle then this point already on the optimal path. This sequence will persist for all cusps. To maintain the concept of the minimum distance of the optimal path, these additional segments should be as short as possible. It is found that assuming the length of each straight segment to be the same as the distance between the front and a rear axle at zero steering angle is sufficient. The presence of these straight segments serves the path tracking objective in two aspects: first, it will compel the vehicle to adjust its articulation angle to a value near to zero before the beginning of new movement mode (i.e. l, r, s in either forwards or backward driving), so the drastic adjustments in the steering process will be reduced, second, it will reduce the heading error at the end of the path. The planned path represents the axle midpoint optimal path of the machine leading frame.
To make the articulated vehicle optimal path planning more realistic; the working site constraints must be included. First: Any path started with forward driving portion is neglected to avoid vehicle going into the pile assuming the pile always lay in front of the vehicle. Second: All paths end with reverse are neglected to avoid vehicle going into the truck. Third: All small portion segments (less than one fourth of the vehicle length) in the planned paths are removed. Fourth: Truck is assumed to be a single point during dumping, that point is taken as the middle of the truck bed. The dumping point has location and orientation coordinates while neglecting the size. Fifth: Lifting, tilting and all other functions related to dumping are not the focus of this research. These constraints reduce the number of paths to be evaluated.
The optimal path should have three events (i.e. three segments) at most to achieve the machine dynamic stability by avoiding many cusps or shifting gears. In addition to that, all planned paths should be planned based on turning radius higher than the minimum turning radius of the machine for operator comfort and machine stability. All other events such as: spillage, bucket load change and centers of gravity shift are neglected. Furthermore, the machine should be at straight orientation (zero articulation angle) during dumping to reduce the stresses in the bucket mechanism and to avoid the possibility of flipping while dumping.
A computer program is developed to generate the optimal path between any two points in two dimensions space. This algorithm is designed to evaluate an optimal path for an articulated machine. The required information to generate the path are: first, the position of the pile and the scooping direction with respect to the global coordinate, which outlines the starting point (x p , y p , ø p ), second, the truck pose (x t , y t , ø t ), which represents the target point, third, the maximum path curvature or the minimum turning radius of the machine. The inputs to the code are: the coordinates and the orientation for both of the starting and target points (x start , y start , ø start , x target , y target , ø target ) and the machine turning radius. The path is evaluated using the main 68 categories for path optimization introduced by Reeds and Shepp. The time flip, reflection and backward rules adopted to minimize the number of calculations [1] . Then using the machine and site constraints; these paths are reduced to those only applicable to articulated vehicles; these constraints include: removing all small segments, excluding all the paths starting with forward driving segment or ending with considered reverse driving segment, and excluding all paths that have more than three segments. Next, the optimal path is assigned according to minimum total length among the remaining possible paths after applying the site constraints. When the optimal path and its segments calculated; the global coordinates of the start and end points for each segment are located. Finally, the path is plotted. This sequence is summarized in Flowchart 1.
Modeling a multi-body mechanical system of an articulated vehicle
The wheel loader is an articulated vehicle that consists of two frames connected by a revolute joint as shown in Fig. 8 . The revolute joint; which connecting two rigid bodies; contributes to the dynamic system with the constraints equation:
this equation can be written in expanded form as: where (x i , y i , Ø i ) and,(x j , y j , Ø j ) are bodies i and j coordinates with respect to global frame respectively, (
are the revolute joint coordinates with respect to bodies i and j local frame respectively.
To enable the controller to steer the vehicle over the planned path; it must receive feedback on machine actual location compared with machine assumed path through three errors; displacement error (E d ), heading error (E h ) and curvature error (E c ), these errors are defined in Fig. 9 , the figure shows the definition based on the front axle midpoint when the machine drives forward, the same concept adopted and applied to the rear axle midpoint when the machine drives backward.
Different types of controls adopted in literature to control motion of articulated vehicles [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Fig. 10 shows the steering controller setup which is developed and used to control the vehicle in this research. The controller uses the machine actual location at certain instant of the simulation time compared with the predefined path to calculate the feedback errors. Based on these errors the controller issues a steering command (applying torque on the revolute joint) to correct vehicle articulation which enables the vehicle to follow the pre-defined path. The machine drives at constant speed at all times.
To have a full machine model, the tire model is needed to model the machine-ground interaction. A simple tire model with no slippage and constant rolling radius is used as shown Fig. 11 . The tire model contributes to the system of machine dynamics the following equations:
where s is the input torque to the tire model, F out is the output force from the tire model, H is the rotation angle of the tire, r is the rolling radius of the tire, I is mass moment of inertia of the tire, and x is the linear translated distance of rim of the tire. By deriving the constraint equations (Eq. (4)) twice we can find the velocity and acceleration equation of the system as:
From the classical multi-body dynamics; the equations of motion that rule the acceleration behavior of system are:
where M is the mass matrix which contains the masses and inertias, a typical commercial values for large wheel loader of weight order of 50 tons are used for the mass matrix, q is the system coordinate vector, U q the Jacobian matrix (derived from the constraint equations), k is vector of Lagrange multipliers, and g is the total forces acting on the system (both external and constraint forces). By appending acceleration equations (Eqs. (10) and (11)) gives:
The Jacobian matrix U q is a function of q, and vectors g and C are functions of _ q, € q and time (t). Therefore, knowing or starting with a valid set of initial conditions on the positions q and velocities _ q, Eqs. (8) and (9) can be solved for q and _ q at initial time. Eq. (12) provides 12 linear algebraic equations in 12 unknowns that can be solved for € q and k, afterward, numerical integration of _ q and € q yields q and _ q respectively at new time step, and then Eq. (12) is used again to solve for the € q at this new time step.
Results and discussion
A reasonable start (pile location) and end (truck location) points for a typical truck loading cycle are chosen as shown in Fig. 12 . The developed algorithm to calculate the optimal path for an articulated vehicle is used, the result is the optimal desired path which is plotted as a solid line in Fig. 12 . This desired optimal path is the path which the machine is trying to track and navigate to reach the target point. The desired path is optimized mainly based on shortest traveling distance while taking into account the site and dynamic machine constraints. The portion between the start point and the cusp point represents the path which the machine rear axle midpoint should follow, while the portion between the cusp point and the end point represent the path which the machine front axle midpoint should follow.
The dotted line in Fig. 12 represents the path that the machine front axle midpoint actually navigated during the simulation. Taking into consideration the large size of the machine; which is about 50 tons; the desired and actual paths are close.
The three controller feedback errors quantify the machine deviation from the desired optimal path. Fig. 13 shows the machine displacement error, the displacement error represents how far the machine from the desired optimal path at any instant of time. Fig. 13 shows that the machine stayed within half meter from the desired path except during cusp. The machine at the cusp point shifts driving direction and driving point too, still the machine came within one meter range of the desired path. Location specified through displacement and direction, Fig. 14 shows how the machine direction deviates from the direction demanded by the desired optimal path, this deviation stayed within five degrees from the direction required by the desired optimal path. Operators usually conduct scoping at the start point while the machine straight with no articulation for stability requirement, so the machine has no articulation when starts backing up trying to follow the desired optimal path, this straight setup of the machine configuration at the start point while the desired optimal path starts with a curved segment results in higher heading error at the start point as Fig. 14 shows. Higher accuracy usually required at the target point or endpoint to avoid spillage during dumping material in the truck-bed, this usually required dumping controller which takes control from the traveling controller once the machine approach the truck, dumping controller controls the way the loader approach the truck and controls the lifting and tilting actuators which is not within the scope of this work.
Conclusions
Industry under the pressure of safety and environmental regulations drives toward automated working sites. Heavy construction articulated machines automation received considerable attention from researchers lately. Virtual machine testing (i.e. modeling and simulation) gains rapidly increasing interest due to lower cost comparing with actual machine testing. This article presents a full autonomous truck loading cycle model, results show path planning, controlling and simulating heavy construction machines is feasible. Heavy machinery path planning algorithms should take into account machine geometry, site constraints, and limitations imposed by machine dynamics. Heavy construction machines could be modeled as a multi-body mechanical system with reasonable accurate results. The developed autonomous model could be applied to a wide range of construction applications and can be extended to other machines. Modifications and enhancements on the model; as future work; are possible, these enhancements include different types of controllers, lifting and tilting automation, and advance tire models. Different types of feedback tracking errors also could be used and analyzed to reach a closer desired optimal path tracking.
